A Positive Growth
Mindset for Distributors
Five success factors and
five risks to prepare for
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Executive Summary
No matter how well you plan for future growth,
there will be surprises along the way. This eBook
highlights the importance of being able to plan
accurately for growth, and suggests areas of your
business that you can critique to assess your ability
to effectively plan for growth.
Whatever your growth plans—from the ambitious
to simply maintaining a healthy business—effective
planning will surely increase your chances of success.
But the road to growth isn’t always a smooth one.
Epicor research uncovered a range of risks that
distributors believe threaten their growth ambitions,
and in this eBook you’ll discover how you can
overcome those risks to ensure your growth isn’t
derailed before it can begin.

Fundamentally, whether addressing risk factors or
embracing success factors, IT systems will make
or break your growth ambitions. With the right
systems in place, you’ll be able to make better
and faster decisions, leading to better and faster
customer service, increasing agility and profitability.

“We have grown
30-40 percent in sales
without adding a
proportionate number
of human resources.
Using Epicor Prophet
21, we can do more
with less.”
Jonathan Soon, Royal Corporation
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Good planning

Highlighting Proven Growth Factors
A survey of 300 distributors conducted on behalf of Epicor uncovered five factors that distributors who reported growth in the past 12
months said were essential to their success1:

Good planning
XXGood planning (54%)

XXHard work and determination (48%)

XXStaff with the right skills (36%)

XXHad the right IT in place (34%)

XXAgility and response to market demand (34%)

While it’s no surprise that hard work and
determination made the list, the remaining four
factors give you a starting point when determining
whether your organization is set for success—or
whether there’s room for improvement.

Good planning

Staff with the right skills

Whether you’re planning sales strategy or trying to
manage rework more effectively, having ready access
to accurate and timely information is key.

As a new generation enters the world of work,
meeting their expectations while holding on to skilled
staff is essential.

Without the right data and analytics:

But it’s not easy. All too often:

XXFinancial reporting and decision-making is slower

XXYou spend too much time and money on

and harder
XXIt’s impossible to know who your best customers

recruitment, and employees struggle with your
complex systems, which lack desirable features
such as mobile access

are and where your profit is coming from
XXKey people leave before you can replace them,
XXYou can’t be sure that your operations are

running as efficiently as possible

Source: Epicor Research, November 2015.

1
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draining the knowledge and expertise within your
organization

Good planning

od planning

The right technology

Agility and response to market demand

IT is driving business growth everywhere, and it’s
no exception in distribution. Without the right
technology:

As global competition increases, responding
to customers and quickly adapting to market
changes are essential to staying ahead.

XXDelivering eCommerce and other new innovative

If your IT systems aren’t up to the job:

services will be difficult or impossible
XXOpportunities will be snapped up by
XXYou’ll struggle to gain quality financial analytics,

competitors before you have a chance to react

hampering your decision-making ability
XXAdding new services such as kitting or
XXGrowing staff numbers, transaction levels, and

market reach will put pressure on your systems,
affecting quality and customer service
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assembly will be difficult or impossible,
damaging customer service and your
growth potential

Preventing Growth from Stalling
Despite their successes, survey respondents identified five adverse effects of business growth:

XXBusiness growth may put excessive pressure

on operations, damaging quality and customer
satisfaction (45%)

XXSenior executives in the business may not be

fully prepared for the challenges of managing a
larger, more diverse business (43%)

XXWorkloads may increase to a level that places

too much pressure on staff, prompting key
people to leave (43%)
XXWe might take on large/complex projects that

we lack the skillset and technology to deliver
effectively, and damage our brand reputation
(41%)
XXUnplanned business growth may lead to

unexpected consequences which would have a
negative impact on the business (39%)
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Business growth may put excessive pressure
on operations, damaging quality and customer
satisfaction

Senior executives in the business may not be
fully prepared for the challenges of managing a
larger, more diverse business

If your operations aren’t geared up for growth, you
could run into difficulties.

If senior management can’t couple an overall view of
the business with the ability to make good decisions
quickly, they may struggle.

XXNew services such as managed inventory or light

production will put existing operations under
pressure
XXSlower service will reduce customer satisfaction—

prompting defection to competitors

XXLack of real-time and relevant information will

force executives to rely on instincts for decisions
XXDisparate systems with no mobile access will

make management less responsive, threatening
profitability

Workloads may increase to a level that places
too much pressure on staff, prompting key
people to leave

We might take on large/complex projects that
we lack the skillset and technology to deliver
effectively, and damage our brand reputation

Unplanned business growth may lead to
unexpected consequences which would have a
negative impact on the business

If you can’t give your employees the tools they need
to manage growing workloads, it’ll soon show:

If you don’t have the systems in place to deliver
what your customers want, completing increasingly
large and complex projects may take a toll on your
business:

Distributors who don’t plan for growth will struggle
to keep both sales and profits from dipping:

XXInefficient and complex systems will increase

stress—while compromising customer service
XXLack of services such as eCommerce or CRM will
XXProspective new employees will be less inclined

to work for you, leaving a skills gap in your
organization

and your customers, you’ll find yourself unable to
offer the right products and services efficiently

lead to disengaged customers
XXYou won’t know whether your IT or operations
XXAn inability to plan, manage, and analyze

greater or more complex workloads could reduce
operational efficiency
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XXWithout real-time analytics into your operations

can handle customer demand, potentially putting
your ability to deliver under threat

Technology in the Driver’s Seat
The right IT systems will ensure that your business can plan future growth productively, and will also make the business agile enough to
handle new opportunities. Ultimately, a distributor’s choice of IT systems will define how far, and how fast, they can grow profitably.

Time to take a critical look at your environment
Having the right enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system in place will help you make growth a
reality. It’s worth asking key questions about your
IT environment to ascertain whether it can support
your growth plans:
XXCan you get instant access to accurate, real-time

data and analytics to grow sales and profits?
XXDo your systems support the way your employees

work, and are they attractive to a young
workforce?
XXCan you get a view of your entire organization to

spot opportunities to improve, optimize, or offer
new services?
We hope that this eBook gives you a fresh
perspective on your IT environment and helps you
identify areas where investment and modernization
might be prudent.
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“We’ve always tried to build
our company for the future.
So while it would have been
easier to just stay with Acclaim,
we knew that Prophet 21 had
a more favorable architecture
that made it better suited for
evolution and development.
We invested in the solution as
much for what it could do at
the time, as for what it would
be able to do down the road.”
John Wiborg, President, Stellar Industrial Supply
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About Epicor
Epicor Software Corporation drives business growth. We provide flexible,
industry-specific software designed to fit the precise needs of our manufacturing,
distribution, retail, and service industry customers. More than 45 years of experience
with our customers’ unique business processes and operational requirements are
built into every solution—in the cloud or on premises. With this deep understanding
of your industry, Epicor solutions dramatically improve performance and profitability
while easing complexity so you can focus on growth. For more information, connect
with Epicor or visit www.epicor.com.

Contact us today

info@epicor.com

www.epicor.com
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